Series-parallel networks are a class of graphs on which many NP-hard problems have tractable solutions. In this paper, we examine performance measures on leaderfollower consensus on series-parallel networks. We show that a distributed computation of the H2 norm can be done efficiently on this system by exploiting a decomposition of the network into atomic elements and composition rules. Lastly, we examine the problem of adaptively re-weighting the network to optimize the H2 norm, and show that it can be done with similar complexity.
that many NP-hard problems on general classes of graphs become linear on series-parallel graphs [28] .
The contributions and organization of the paper are as follows. By exploiting the structure of series-parallel networks, we are able to present a way of computing the H 2 norm of a leader-follower consensus network in bestcase Op|R| log |N |q (worst case Op|R||N |q) complexity, where |R|, |N | are the number of leaders and followers, respectively. We also provide a method for adaptively reweighting the network to optimize H 2 performance that utilizes computations of similar complexity by invoking an electrical network analogy of the consensus dynamics. In §II, we outline the notation used in the paper. The problem statement, background on series-parallel networks, and the electrical analogy of consensus are in §III. Our main results on efficient H 2 computation and adaptive re-weighting are presented in §IV, with conclusions in §V.
II. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES A. Graph and Edge Laplacians
The vector e i P R n has '1' in its ith entry, and zeros elsewhere, and we denote the set R``" tx P R : x ą 0u. The parallel addition of two scalars x, y ‰ 0 is defined as x : y fi px´1`y´1q´1. A graph G is a triple of sets pN , E, Wq where N is a set of nodes, E Ď N 2 is a set of edges denoting pairwise connections between nodes, and W P R |E| is a set of weights on the edges. We use the standard graph theoretic notation regarding graphs, and adjacency, degree, incidence and Laplacian matrices [10] . Given two graphs G 1 , G 2 , one may combine them through the operation of identifying nodes. Suppose s 1 P N 1 , s 2 P N 2 . Then, we write G Ð s 1 " s 2 to indicate that N pGq " pN 1 zts 1 uq Y pN 2 zts 2 uq Y tsu, where if s 1 i P EpG 1 q or s 2 i P EpG 2 q implies that si P EpGq (similarly, if considering directed edges, we have that if is 1 P EpG 1 q or is 2 P EpG 2 q implies that is P EpGq). Such an operation is depicted in Figure 1 : the two orange squares in the oval denoted by R are identified to the node l in the bottom graph.
A tree is a connected graph with no cycles, and a leaf is designated as a node of degree 1. A binary tree is a tree where one node is designated as the root, and all the nodes of T are either leaves or parents. Each parent in a binary tree can have at most two children and one parent, except the root which has no parents. The height h of a binary tree is the length of the longest path from the root to a leaf. A complete (sometimes called full) binary tree is one which each node has either zero or two children.
III. NETWORK MODELS A. Problem Statement
In this paper, we examine the leader-follower consensus problem. Consider a connected weighted graph G " pN , E, Wq with Laplacian L. Denote a set of leaders R Ă V Fig. 1 : Top: leader-follower network setup. Right: electrical "grounding" of the leader set R, and current vector e s injected into the network. y i s is the voltage dropped from v i to R. Bottom: Identification of grounded leader set into a single node.
N , and a set of followers N zR. Further suppose that each leader is connected to a single unique node in N zR, called the input nodes, denoted by R (see Figure 1 for a schematic of the setup). Denote the set of input nodes by R. Then, the graph Laplacian of G can be partitioned as follows:
where W R is a diagonal matrix containing the weights of the edges connecting R to R. Suppose we can observe individual follower nodes. Therefore, the control and observation matrices are given by B T " re i1 . . . e im s and C " re j1 . . . e jo s, where R " ti 1 , . . . , i m u are the nodes attached to leaders, and tj 1 , . . . , j o u are the nodes under observation. Note that the form of these matrices assumes that each leader is attached to a single, unique follower.
Next, recall that one can write the graph Laplacian in terms of the incidence and weight matrices as L GpN zRq " EW E T " ř ePE w e a e a T e . Then, the corresponding leaderfollower consensus dynamics, with W R " I, are given by
The matrix A fi´pL GpN zRq`ř iPR e i e T i q is negative definite if the underlying graph is connected, and thus invertible. x " Ax`Bu, y " Cx, Gpsq " CpsI´Aq´1B, the H 2 norm is defined as
and measures the root-mean-square of the inpulse response of the system, or equivalently the steady-state covariance of the system under zero-mean, unit-covariance white noise inputs. The H 2 norm of the leader-follower consensus dynamics is discussed in §IV. 
C. Electrical Network Models
An interesting perspective on consensus networks comes from viewing the underlying graph as an electrical network of resistors [21] , [29] . In the leader-follower setup of §III-A, consider the graph G " pN , E, Wq. For each edge e " ij P E, consider placing a resistor between nodes i and j with conductance w ij (resistance w´1 ij ). Then, the effective resistance between arbitrary nodes k, l P N is given by R kl " pe k´el qL : pe k´el q.
(
Alternately, consider 'grounding' all the leader nodes r P R, i.e., identifying them all as one node, or electrically connecting them together by wires. Then, the diagonal entries of the matrix A´1, with A from (1), yield the effective resistances between the ith node in N zR to the leader node set, i.e. rA´1s ii is the the effective resistance from i to R. If x P R |N | denotes a vector of current injected into the nodes N zR from R, then the quantity rA´1xs i is the voltage drop from node v i to the grounded leader node set. If x " e s , then this corresponds to a current of 1A injected into the node v s P R, see Figure 1 for a schematic of this setup. In this case, we write y s i fi rA´1e s s i as the voltage drop of node i.
D. Series-Parallel Graph Models
In this paper, we consider the class of graphs known as series-parallel graphs. Given a series-parallel graph there exist extremely efficient (Op|N |`|E|q, Oplog |N |q and Oplog 2 |N |q) algorithms that decompose the graph into atomic structures and simple composition operations on them [26] , [27] , [30] . This decomposition allows for efficient solutions to problems that are otherwise NP-hard on general classes of graphs [28] .
Definition 1 (Two-Terminal Series-Parallel Graphs): A directed acyclic graph is called two-terminal series-parallel TTSP if it can be defined recursively as follows:
1) The graph defined by two vertices connected by an edge (a 1-path) is a TTSP graph, where one node is labeled the source, and the other the sink. 2) If G 1 " pN 1 , E 1 q and G 2 " pN 2 , E 2 q are TTSP where S i " ts i u, T i " tt i u are the unique source and sink of G i , then the following operations produce TTSP graphs: a) Parallel Addition:
Denote the parallel join of G 1 and G 2 as G 1 m G 2 , and the corresponding series join as
The two recursive operations defining the TTSP graph model allow for a simple constructive approach for defining graphs from atomic elements. Indeed, efficient algorithms exist that decompose TTSP graphs into a decomposition tree with the following structure [26] , [27] , [30] .
Definition 2 (TTSP Decomposition Tree): A TTSP decomposition tree of a TTSP graph G is a binary tree T pGq with the following properties: 1) T is a complete (sometimes called full) binary tree, in that every node has either 2 or 0 children. 2) Every leaf of T corresponds to a 1-path.
3) Every parent of T corresponds to either a series or parallel addition operation from Definition 1 on its children. Remark 1: In general, one can ignore the assumption of directed edges in Definition 1 and consider undirected TTSP graphs, see [27] . Examples of TTSP graphs and their decomposition trees are shown in Figure 2 . The graph is constructed by a reverse breadth-first-search: the deepest leaves combine each other by the series or parallel join designated by their parent. At each layer of the decomposition tree, each operation can be performed independently of the other nodes in the layer. Hence, the complexity of the reconstruction operation is limited by the height of the decomposition tree; it is this key insight that allows the efficient computations of the systemtheoretic measures in the remainder of the paper. First, in the following proposition, we quantify the height of the tree in terms of the size of the resulting graph.
Proposition 1 (Properties of T pGq): Let G be a TTSP graph with N nodes constructed from l 1-paths with p parallel joins and s series joins. Then, 1) G has N " 2l´2p´s nodes and E " l edges.
2) The decomposition tree T pGq of G has n " 2l´1 nodes 3) The height h of T pGq is bounded by
Proof: BEach parent of T pGq has either 2 or 0 children. If it has zero children, it is a leaf and therefore corresponds to a 1-path, which adds one edges to G. It follows that E fi |E| " l.
Each leaf also adds two nodes to G; each series join identifies a pair of nodes, and each parallel join identifies two pairs of nodes. Hence, N fi |N | " 2l´2p´s. A complete binary tree has n " 2l´1 nodes, and so n " N`2p`s´1. Furthermore, the number of nodes n of T pGq is bounded by its height by the relation 2h`1 ď n ď 2 h`1´1 , leading to
Substituting n and l into (3) yields the result.
IV. SYSTEM-THEORETIC COMPUTATIONS ON SERIES-PARALLEL GRAPHS A. Efficient Computations on Series-Parallel Graphs
We now discuss how series-parallel graphs can be used to simplify computations. Some quantities are 'hard' to compute on large graphs, but they may be easy to compute over small atomic elements, and the quantities may propagate across graph compositions (i.e., series or parallel connections) by known formulae. Given a decomposition tree, this operation takes Ophq time.
A natural use for series-parallel graphs is in electrical networks, as resistances (conductances) add over a series (parallel) connection of resistors. Naïve methods for computing resistances over graphs are expensive, such as in (2) which has complexity Op|N | a q, a ą 2.
Recall that one can construct the graph by moving up the tree in a reverse breadth-first-search order and joining the graphs at each leaf via the operation prescribed by their parent. Similarly, given a TTSP network of resistors (edges with weights corresponding to conductances) and its decomposition tree, one can start at the leaves (corresponding to 1-paths, i.e., individual resistors), and either add resistances together (if the join is series), or add their reciprocals (if the join is parallel). By performing this computation up the tree to the root, one yields the effective resistance across the TTSP graph from source to sink.
In this manner, one can perform additional electrical calculations. Suppose that a current is applied across the TTSP graph, from source to sink. Given measurements of currents across the resistors, it is possible to compute the total power dissipated across the graph. Over a series connection of resistors r 1 , r 2 , the power dissipated is additive: P s " P 1`P2 " i 2 pr 1`r2 q. Over a parallel connection of resistors, the total power dissipated is minimized over the resistors, subject to conservation of current:
The operation denoted P 1˝P2 is denoted the infimal convolution, and an example of the computation of powers over a TTSP graph is shown in Figure 3 .
B. Noise Rejection and Adaptive Weight Design
It is often the case that one wishes to adapt the network in order to reject noise. For example, in a swarm of UAVs performing consensus on heading, it is undesirable for the swarm to be influenced by wind gusts. In cyberphysical systems, noise may be injected by an adversary wishing to disrupt a process on the network. In this section, we discuss an autonomous protocol that allows networks to quickly adapt their communication edge weights in order to minimize the response to such disturbances.
Consider the leader-follower consensus dynamics setup from §III-A. When considering the performance of all nodes (C " I), the H 2 performance is given by pH 2 G,B q 2 " 2´1TrpB T A´1Bq [20] . Consider the task of re-assigning positive weights to the edges of the network to minimize the H 2 norm. This can be done via a gradient-descent method solving the problem Σ:
,
Σ has several key features. First, note that on the cone of positive-definite matrices, the map A Ñ A´1 is matrix convex. Second, ApW q is linear in the diagonal matrix W since ApW q "´ř ePE w e a e a T e´B B T . Therefore, the objective function f pW q in Problem (5) is strongly convex.
Following [20] and denoting e :" ij, note that the derivative of the objective function is given by Bf pW q A centralized algorithm and a decentralized conjugate gradient algorithm for solving Problem (5) was presented in [20] . The complexity in solving this problem is the computation of the voltage drops y s i , y s j for each edge ti, ju P E, which takes linear time (in |N | steps) for each edge.
We now present a decentralized algorithm for computing this quantity on a certain class of two-terminal series-parallel graphs, and a characterization of its complexity. In particular, for every input node s P R, the graph has to be TTSP with s as the sink, and a node representing the grounded leader set as the source.
Definition 3 (All-Input TTSP Graphs): Consider a graph G in the setup of the leader-follower consensus dynamics. Identify each leader node i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i r P R as one node l connected to all source nodes s P R, as depicted in Figure 1 . The graph G is called an all-input two-terminal series-parallel graph if, for all source nodes s P R, G is TTSP with s as the source and l as the sink. See Figure 4 for an example of an all-input TTSP graph.
Informally, the algorithm is as follows. For each source node s, the algorithm utilizes the decomposition tree of G with s as the source and the grounded leader set as the sink; this is why G needs to be TTSP with respect to all source nodes. The voltage drops can be computed from resistances and currents across each join, and the currents can be extracted from the power dissipated across each join. Hence, the effective resistances are computed first, as in Algorithm 1. Starting from the root of the decomposition tree, the currents at each join can be computed by Eq. (4), as in Algorithm 2 and depicted in Figure 3 . Finally, the voltage drops over each branch are computed starting from the leaves of the decomposition tree, as seen in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 1: Effective Resistance over TTSP Graph
Input: T pGq, WpGq Result: Effective resistances ρpGq over T pGq for each leaf of T pGq do Output R eff " w´1 e to parent; for each parent j of T pGq do if received R eff i from both children i " 1, 2 then if j is a series join then Output R eff " R eff1`Reff2 to parent; else Output R eff " R eff1 : R eff2 to parent; else wait; Algorithm 2: Branch Currents over TTSP Graph Input: T pGq, ρpGq Result: Currents IpGq over T pGq for each parent j of T pGq do if j is root then if j is a series join then Output i out " 1 to children; else
Output pi 1 , i 2 q " arg P 1˝P2 to children; else if received i in from parent then if j is a series join then Output i out " i in to children; else
Output pi 1 , i 2 q " arg P 1˝P2 to children; else wait;
Algorithm 3: Voltage Drops over TTSP Graph
Input: T pGq, ρpGq, RpGq Result: Voltage drops y s i over T pGq for each leaf of T pGq do
Output v e " i e w´1 e to parent; for each parent j of T pGq do if received v ei from both children i " 1, 2 then if j is a series join then Output v out " v in1`vin2 to parent; else
Output v out " v in1 " v in2 to parent; else wait; We have the following result.
Theorem 1: Consider the calculation of the voltage drops y s i in the gradient update scheme of (6) . The best-case and worst-case complexity of this computation is Op|R| log |N |q, and Op|R||N |q, respectively.
Proof: Algorithms 1,2 and 3 are computations done on a binary tree of height h, with each layer's computation done in parallel. Hence, by Proposition 1, the complexity is Oplog |N |q, and Op|N |q for best and worst-case, respectively. The 3 algorithms are called |R| times.
C. Synthesis of H 2 -Optimal Networks
The algorithm described above can also be used to compute the H 2 norm. First, let's examine the structure of the H 2 norm in the context of the leader-follower consensus setup.
Lemma 1: Consider the leader-follower consensus setup from §III-A, with C " I. Then,
where ρ eff s,R denotes the effective resistance from s to the grounded leader node set R.
Proof: A calculation suffices:
Each quantity y s s of the left side of the sum in (7) is the voltage drop from source node s P R to the grounded leader node set R. This is precisely the voltage dropped over the last parallel join of the series-parallel decomposition of an all-input TTSP graph; depicted in Figure 4 . We can utilize this observation to efficiently compute the H 2 norm a priori knowing only the weights of the edges and the decomposition tree of G.
We use the following setup. Consider a TTSP graph G with source node s and sink node t. Ground the source node s, and consider the grounded Laplacian A with respect to the grounded source s. This is a leader-follower system with a single leader.
Note that the parallel join depicted in Figure 4 makes one of the terminals of the resulting graph an element of R, and the other terminal (the sink) an element of R. The control matrix of the leader-follower consensus problem corresponds to exactly those elements in R, which is the 'sink' of the TTSP graph used in that computation. Therefore, our choice of B selects the sink vector t; hence B " e t .
We now proceed in two steps. First, we need a lemma that effectively says that for an arbitrary TTSP graph, there exists an equivalent 1-path TTSP graph with the same effective resistance. Then, any composition rule on arbitrary TTSP graphs can be reduced to a composition on the equivalent 1paths, simplifying analysis. Afterward, we discuss a seriesparallel calculation of the H 2 performance.
Lemma 2: Consider two graphs: an arbitrary TTSP graph G 1 with source s 1 and sink t 1 with effective resistance ρ eff s1,t1 , and a 1-path TTSP graph G 2 with source s 2 and sink t 2 with effective resistance ρ eff s2,t2 . Let their respective control matrices be B 1 " e t1 and B 2 " e t2 . Further suppose that ρ eff s1,t1 " ρ eff s2,t2 . Then, pH 2 1 q 2 " pH 2 2 q 2 . Proof: The setup of the graphs is a leader-follower consensus with grounded (leader) nodes s 1 , s 2 . Therefore, we can invoke Lemma 1. Using Lemma 1, denoting the graphs' respective Dirichlet Laplacians as A 1 , A 2 we can compute:
Tr " e T t2 rA 2 s´1 e t2 ı " pH 2 2 q 2 .
Lemma 2 will allow us to reduce the computation of the H 2 norms of a composite TTSP graph to the computation of H 2 norms of an equivalent 1-path. This allows us to prove the following theorem. Theorem 2: Consider two graphs: an arbitrary TTSP graph G 1 with source s 1 and sink t 1 , and a second arbitrary TTSP graph G 2 with source s 2 and sink t 2 . Let the Dirichlet Laplacian of G i grounded with respect to its source s i be A i , and its control matrix be B i " e ti . Hence its H 2 norm is given by pH 2 Gi q 2 "´1 2 TrrB T i rA i s´1 B i s. Then,
H 2 G1mG2˘2 "`H 2 G1˘2 :`H 2 G2˘2 . (9) Proof: By Lemma 1, the H 2 norm of an arbitrary graph can be computed from an equivalent 1-path. Hence, we need to show (8) and (9) for series and parallel joins of 1-paths.
Consider the 1-paths in Figure 5 , with weights w 1 and w 2 between the sources (square nodes) and sinks (circular nodes). The Dirichlet Laplacians of both with respect to the grounded source nodes are simply L G1 " rw 1 s , L G2 " rw 2 s , and their respective control matrices are B G1 " B G2 " 1 and H 2 norms are pH 2 G1 q 2 " 1 2 w´1 1 , pH 2 G2 q 2 " 1 2 w´1 2 . Similarly, the Laplacians of the series and parallel joins in Figure 5 are,
The control matrices are B G1mG2 " 1, B G1dG2 " r0 1s. Therefore, the H 2 norm in the series join case is
Similarly, the H 2 norm in the parallel join case is
Tr " pw 1`w2 q´1 ‰ "`H 2 G1˘2 :`H 2 G2˘2 .
